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With the development of mobile computing, location-based services (LBSs) have been developed to provide services based on
location information through communication networks or the global positioning system. In recent years, LBSs have evolved into
smart LBSs, which provide many services using only location information. These include basic services such as traffic, logistic,
and entertainment services. However, a smart LBS may require relatively complicated operations, which may not be effectively
performed by themobile computing system. To overcome this problem, a computation offloading technique can be used to perform
certain tasks on mobile devices in cloud and fog environments. Furthermore, mobile platforms exist that provide smart LBSs.
The smart cross-platform is a solution based on a virtual machine (VM) that enables compatibility of content in various mobile
and smart device environments. However, owing to the nature of the VM-based execution method, the execution performance is
degraded compared to that of the native execution method. In this paper, we introduce a computation offloading technique that
utilizes fog computing to improve the performance of VMs running on mobile devices. We applied the proposed method to smart
devices with a smart VM (SVM) and HTML5 SVM to compare their performances.

1. Introduction

Advancements in mobile technology and location-based
services (LBSs) have helped improve the quality of life of users
and have fostered many business opportunities [1]. With the
increasing use of LBSs, their value has likewise increased, and
this value extends to the services to which the LBSs promote
access.

In its early stages, the LBS used only simple location infor-
mation. It has recently developed into an intelligent system
that employs multiple types of information, such as the user’s
location, time, personal information, and behaviors [2]. It is
thus difficult to effectively and efficiently perform services on
a mobile device without considerable computing power. To
solve this problem, a computation offloading technique can
perform certain tasks in an alternative environment, such as
a cloud or fog, instead of executing in the mobile device.

In addition,mobile services have the disadvantage of run-
ning various platform-dependent applications developed in
different languages, such as CC++, Java, andObjective C.The

smart cross-platform is a program that enables applications
developed with C/C++, Java, and Objective C to run on vari-
ous mobile devices, smart devices, and browsers that support
HTML5 [3]. Nevertheless, owing to the characteristics of
the virtual machine (VM), the performance of the hardware
platform or browser on which the VM operates is greatly
impacted by this approach, even if optimization is performed
at the interpreter and code level. When running VM applica-
tions on a low-performance hardware platform—depending
on the content complexity—it is difficult to ensure the quality
of service (QoS) in terms of execution.

In this study, we strived to solve the above problems by
using fog computing and a smart VM (SVM) platform to
effectively and efficiently provide LBSs on mobile and smart
devices. Unlike use of a centralized cloud, in the proposed
approach, a local unit is employed to enable smart LBSs to
effectively operate on a variety of platforms.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we examine the features of an existing offloading
scheme, the smart cross-platform, and the SVM. We analyze
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Figure 1: System configuration of the smart virtual machine.

the limitations of these respective techniques. In Section 3,
we describe the proposed offloading scheme for SVMs. In
Section 4, the performance of the proposedmethod is verified
through experiments. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related Works

2.1. Smart Virtual Machine Model. The SVM is a stack-
based VM solution that is loaded on smart devices. It
enables dynamic application programs to be downloaded and
run independently of the platform. The SVM is designed
to employ the Smart Intermediate Language (SIL), which
can accommodate both procedural and object-oriented lan-
guages. It thus can accommodate multiple languages, such as
C/C++ and Java, as well as the Objective C language used
in iOS. These languages are now widely used by developers
[3, 4].

The SVM system consists of three parts: a compiler that
compiles application programs to create a Smart Assembly
Format (SAF) file from SIL code, an assembler that converts
the SAF file into a Smart Executable Format (SEF) file, and a
VM that receives the SEF file and runs the program.The SVM
configuration is shown in Figure 1.

2.2. HTML5 Smart Virtual Machine. HTML5 SVM is a VM-
based solution that provides an integrated environment in
development and execution phases by supporting both aweb-
based execution environment and multiple programming
languages [4]. Because separate development and execution
environments exist in smart devices, separate development
work must be performed based on the target device and
respective platform to provide a specific type of content to
multiple smart device types.

HTML5 SVM can provide various contents on het-
erogeneous target devices with web browsers. However, it

requires adequate device performance (e.g., many frames per
second) to enable the smooth production of results.Thus, the
performance and QoS of the given contents depend on the
target device’s computing power.

Figure 2 shows the system configuration of the HTML5
SVM. It basically has two layers: SVM core and SVM adap-
tation layer. The SVM core performs content execution. It is
comprised of four components: the SEF loader, interpreter,
runtime environment, and built-in library. The second layer
is the SVM adaptation layer, which has six components for
interfacing with target HTML5-based web browsers.

2.3. Computational Offloading. Mobile devices provide ser-
vices in an approach that differs from that of traditional
personal computers (PCs) because the mobile device com-
puting power—processing speed,memory, storage space, and
battery life—is limited. In particular, the LBS requires con-
siderable processing and battery power because it provides
services based on location information collected using the
global positioning system (GPS) orWiFi. Moreover, in recent
years, use of LBS has increasingly required more complex
computations and energy to expand its services to collect and
provide more complex information.

Computational offloading is a cloud computing tech-
nique that is used to run programs and provide content when
there is a computing-powered-restricted environment [5–8].
Complex tasks require higher computing power. If the target
device has insufficient computing power, the QoS of the pro-
vided contents/programs decreases. In this case, the offload-
ing technique is a possible solution. Accordingly, the target
device delegates complex tasks to a cloud server instead of
directly executing them [9]. Figure 3 shows the proposed
offloading concept.

Methods for selecting computation offloading operations
are largely classified into static and dynamic approaches.
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La and Kim [10] classified offloading techniques as shown in
Figure 4.

The static technique reduces the execution load by select-
ing the part to be offloaded during program development.
The static method has the advantage of a low load in terms
of cost analysis at runtime. However, the cost analysis is
possible only by using predictable variables [11]. Meanwhile,
the dynamic method selects the part to be offloaded with
consideration of the fluctuation factors, such as the network
state and remaining battery power, during execution. The
dynamicmethod can accurately reflect the current state of the

mobile device. Nevertheless, it is difficult to design a model
that reflects all variables, and the required workload for the
cost analysis is significant [12, 13].

Partial offloading is a method of submitting some of the
work to the cloud.When a specific task is frequently used and
cannot be performed in parallel, the communication costs
and waiting times are increased. The full offloading method,
on the other hand, addresses only the interaction with the
user on themobile device; it defers the execution to the cloud.
When frequent interaction with a user occurs, synchroniza-
tion problems likewise occur. Therefore, it is necessary to
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selectively assign an operation that is suitable for offloading
to the cloud.

In the proposed approach, it was difficult to reflect real-
time fluctuating factors, such asmobility and communication
scenarios. Therefore, the offloading decision is based on the
Mobile Augmentation Cloud Service (MACS) model [14],
which estimates the code transmission cost, memory, and
CPU usage for each function using the profiler at the content
compile time. The offloading object determines the unit of
work based on the function.

3. Offloading Module for
Smart Location-Based Services

The overall system architecture for supporting smart LBs is
shown in Figure 5. Eachmobile device can use an appropriate
fog based on its location when offloading is needed to
perform the service. We designed and implemented an SVM
offloading module. Offloading can improve the performance
of utilizing the computing power of the cloud but may result
in overhead; thus if the offloading gain is greater than the
overhead cost without offloading a given task unconditionally
this should be done selectively.

The offloader proposed in this paper automatically deter-
mines to offload by statically offloading through profiling
of source code in the compilation step and automatically
generates offloading code and transfers selected function unit
work to the fog based on the location.

In the proposed approach, fog computing is employed. It
is a localized service of cloud computing. It processes large
amounts of data at the point of data origin, rather than at a
remote server, such as centralized cloud server. Moreover, it
operates on the basis of location information, similar to LBSs.
Therefore, services can be provided more effectively by using
fog computing when offloading complex operations in LBSs.
The overhead value includes the transmission time of the data
over the network, as well as the serialization/deserialization
time of data transmitted locally and from the server. Analysis
of the overhead is very important because the offloading

performance based on the overhead can be lower than when
the local operation is performed.

Figure 6 shows the offloading module structure of the
SVM proposed in this paper. First, the SVM is divided into
the mobile device and cloud server. Except for the thread
scheduler in the runtime environment and the adaptation
layer required by the actual host mobile platform, the two
VMs are equivalent. In terms of content, the local SVM
directly loads and executes the downloaded content. Mean-
while, the cloud SVM loads the same content as the user-
executed content from the SVM application database in the
cloud.This cloud refers to both the existing centralized cloud
and the fog environment.

The SVM on the server has the same configuration and
operation method for both cloud and fog environments. By
performing the loading equivalent of VMs and content on the
mobile device and the cloud, it is easy to offload the functions
defined by the profiler without requiring additional work or
implementing a server interface.

The process of performing the function unit offloading is
as follows. First, the local SVM delegates the function unit
job to the server when loading the content and calling the
function (designated as offloading) during the command exe-
cution. In this process, the required context information for
executing the corresponding function is extracted, serialized,
and transmitted to the server.The context data refer to general
data, such as the program counter, command information,
and stack information used during content operation in the
interpreter (the driving engine of the SVM).

The offloading module synchronizes the context between
the device and server by sending the context data of the SVM
to the server. The server parses the corresponding data to
extract the context information required for executing the
function. It performs the task of the requested function on the
cloud SVM through context switching. When the function
unit is finished, the changed context information is serialized
and transferred to the local SVM, which reflects the changed
context information to its own context to ensure that the state
aligns with the result of directly executing the function.

4. Experimental Results

We applied the proposed offloading technique to SVM for a
smart device and anHTML5 SVM to verify the improvement
of the content execution speed. To measure the overhead
caused by offloading, the local SVM was used with Raspber-
ryPi B+, which has a Quad-Core ARM Cortex-A7 900Mhz
processor, 512MB of memory, and the Raspbian operating
system.

Figure 7 depicts the comparison of execution times before
and after application of offloading through the SVM in
various mobile devices and web browsers. The SVM for the
smart devices was tested on an iPad2 and a Galaxy Tab 10.1.
The algorithms used were the prime number, 𝑛-queen, and
perfect number. HTML5 SVMwas tested on a PC, iPad2, and
Galaxy Tab 10.1. The prime number and 𝑛-queen algorithms
were used.

The experimental results showed that the algorithm
performance improved by offloading as a whole, as shown in
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Figure 6: Proposed computational offloading modules for smart location-based service.

Figure 8. The execution time of the SVM with offloading was
higher than those of the algorithm with a lower complexity
and the algorithm with a higher complexity. The execution
time of the SVM before offloading increased as the complex-
ity of the algorithm increased. No significant difference was
evident in terms of processing time. Therefore, the higher
the algorithm complexity was, the greater the performance
improvement rate was before and after offloading, as shown
in Figures 7 and 8.

However, in some experiments, the offloading results
showed a performance deterioration due to offloading over-
head, which was incurred during the algorithm execution
in the HTML5 SVM, as shown in Figure 9. The offloading
overhead could be generally divided into types, such as
context serialization and parsing time on the client, context
serialization and parsing time on the server, transferring
context data and clients, additional time incurred due to
context switching, and function loading time at the server.
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Figure 7: Comparisons of the performance evaluation using offloading in SVM on smart devices.

As a result of running the algorithm with offloading in
each device, the serialization and parsing time of the server
were constant. Meanwhile, the serialization and parsing time
of the client differed depending on the device performance. In
addition, since the additional overhead in the context switch
and function loading during the operation of the client SVM
depended on the device performance, it was confirmed that
the time varied depending on the device.

5. Conclusions

LBSs have recently become highly available and valuable, and
they now involve a variety of applications. However, with
their increasing sophistication, more complicated operations
are required, which causes issues on the mobile device—the
main execution environment of the LBS. A complex compu-
tation load requires high computing power; thus, it is difficult
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Figure 8: Performance evaluation of the offloading in HTML5 SVM for same algorithms with different target devices.

to perform tasks that require high computations on devices
with low computing power. Offloading addresses this issue.

With offloading, the device delegates to the server a task
with a high computational complexity. It sends to the server
the data required for the task or the running-program context
information. Because the server receives the job execution
result and the changed context information, the resource
consumption of the computing job can be drastically reduced
based on the job characteristics. Such offloading can over-
come low performance by providing high computing power
of the server. Nevertheless, additional overhead is incurred

on account of the communication cost of transmitting and
receiving data between the device and server. The average
communication cost in this study was 8ms for the prime
number algorithm (𝑁), 7ms for the 𝑛-queen algorithm (𝑁×
𝑁), and 10ms for the perfect algorithm (𝑁). Therefore, the
problem could be mitigated by leveraging fog computing,
which can perform intermediate processing for each region
using location information.

Through the offloading technique presented in this paper,
the SVM provides high computing performance from the
server. It can thus perform tasks that require high computing
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operations, even on low-performance platforms. Offloading
includes context serialization and parsing time, server serial-
ization and parsing time, and data transmitting and receiving
time.Thus, because additional overhead, such as server drive
time, is incurred, the offloading should be performed only
when the execution time of the job to be offloaded is larger
than the overhead incurred in offloading.

The SVM offloading module currently under study has a
structure for delegating a task to a server through offloading
during a specific function call. This call is made using pre-
calculated profile information while the content is running.
Even though indiscreet offloading is a simple task with less
time than overhead, its application to offloading can be used
for lower performance than the existing one. To solve this
problem, the overhead caused by the offloadingmodule of the
SVM isminimized through a decisionmodel that determines
in advance the efficiency of offloading by calculating the per-
formance difference before and after applying the offloading
application. We intend to perform research to improve the
performance accordingly.
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